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E.H. Gourmet Joins Virginia’s Finest®
Virginia’s Finest® Approves E.H. Gourmet Product Line for Trademark Program
VIRGINIA BEACH, Virginia – The Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services (VDACS) has
approved all five products in the E.H. Gourmet line for entry into the Virginia’s Finest® Trademark Program.
With its easily recognized blue and red “VA check mark,” this program promotes Virginia’s top quality specialty
food and beverage products statewide. Each E.H. Gourmet product evokes the character and lifestyle of the
author who inspires them. E.H. Gourmet is excited to announce that their products have met the exceptional
standards set by the program and will display the Virginia’s Finest logo with pride.
The newest bearers of the Virginia’s Finest® trademark are:


The ISLANDS Cocktail Sauce based on Hemingway’s years in Key, this sauce artfully blends fresh lemon
and olive juices with hot sauce to create a zesty, citrus flavor. MSRP: $11.99



The HUNT Grilling Sauce inspired by Hemingway’s adventures hunting the region of Lake Manyara,
Tanzania. With native African spices and fruits, this tomato and pepper based sauce adds a bit of bite
to its initial sweet flavor. $11.99



The BULL Hot Sauce offers a taste of Pamplona, Spain where Hemingway found himself captivated
with bull fighting and the running of the bulls. This recipe includes an infusion of smoked Spanish
paprika. MSRP: $9.99



The SEA SALT boasts a gourmet combination of imported sea salt, granulized garlic, and a hint of
lemon and lime zest. This delectable addition to any meal will evoke the carefree spirit of Hemingway’s
times in Havana, Cuba. MSRP: $11.99



The SUN Always Rises Bloody Mary Mix an ode to Harry’s New York Bar in Paris and the original
Bloody Mary, this recipe is a tribute to Hemingway’s ex-patriot days. In true Hemingway fashion, we’ve
skillfully crafted a masterpiece, adding a bit of Dijon mustard give our mix a distinct twist. MSRP:
$13.99

It is no wonder that flavors inspired by Hemingway’s epic travels and superior grasp of the written word would
rise to the standards set by the Virginia’s Finest® Trademark Program. E.H. Gourmet offers a taste of
adventure and a taste of some of the finest quality specialty foods Virginia has to offer.
For more information, visit EHGourmet.com or www.facebook.com/EHGourmet.
About E.H. Gourmet
Designed in partnership between the foodies at The Meridian Group and the pros behind Ashburn Sauce, E.H.
Gourmet honors the life and travels of Ernest Hemingway through flavor.

